organized with the hotel manager, Hayashi-San, as general manager.
"We had already bought pottery kilns in Shizuoka and made the long slim
cunning bricks, of a style and size never made before for the outside shell.
They were now ready for use. We had also made the fluted hollow bricks
for the inside shell, the first in the Empire. We bought a fine lava-quarry
at Oya near Nikko for the feature-material and started a flood of dimension
stone moving down to the site in Tokio—a stream that kept piling into
the building for four years. The size of the hole left in the ground at Oya
was about like the excavations for the Grand Central Terminal.
We had a hundred or more clever stone choppers beating out patterns
of the building on the greenish, leopard-spotted lava, for that period.
On an average we employed about 600 men continually for four years. As
a large proportion of them came from the surrounding country they lived
round about in the building as we built it. With their numerous families,
there they were—cooking, washing, sleeping. And we tried faithfully—
sometimes frantically and often profanely—to teach them how to build it,
halfway between our way and their way.
We tried the stone-planer with the stone-cutters. It was soon buried
beneath the chips that flew from their busy stone-axes. Tried derricks and
gin-poles and hoists. They preferred to carry heavy loads and enormous
stones up inclined planes on their shoulders. We tried to abolish scaffold-
ing and teach them to lay brick from the inside. Not to be done. They
lashed tapering poles together in cunning ways as for centuries and clung
with prehensile toes to the framework.
How skilful they were! What craftsmen! How patient and clever. So
instead of wasting them by vainly trying to make them come our way—
we went with them their way. I modified many original intentions to
make the most of what I now saw was naturally theirs. The language
grew less an obstruction. But curious mistakes were perpetual. It is true
that the Japanese approach to any matter is a spiral. Their instinct for
attack in any direction is oblique -and volute. But they make up for it in
gentleness and cleverness and loyalty. Yes, the loyalty of the retainer to
his Samurai. They soon educated us and all went pretty well.
The countenance of the building began to emerge from the seemingly
hopeless confusion of the enormous area now covered by the building
materials of its terraces and courts and hundreds of families. And the
workmen grew more and more interested in it. It was no uncommon
thing to see groups of them admiring and criticizing too as some finished
portion would emerge—criticizing intelligently.
There was a warmth of appreciation and loyalty unknown in the build-
ing circles of our country. A fine thing to have experienced.
The curse of the work was the holiday. There were no Sundays, but a
couple of holidays every fortnight instead, and it took a day or two to
recover from most of them. So the work dragged. And the rainy season!
The Japanese say it rains up from the ground as well as down from the sky
—in Tokio* We did succeed in abolishing the expensive cover-shed of
tight roof and hanging matting sides under which most buildings are built
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